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Geographic Distribution of Chronic HBV Infection

HBsAg Prevalence

2-7% - Intermediate 
<2% - Low

• 400 million people are carrier of HBV
• Leading cause of cirrhosis and HCC
• 9th major cause of death
• 40% of death are related to HBV in 

vertically infected people

≥8% - High 



HBV and mutation

Although HBV is a DNA virus, 
replication is through an 
RNA-replicative 
intermediate.
The estimated mutation rate 
is approximately 
1nucleotide/10,000 
bases/infection year. (10 
fold higher than other DNA 
viruses)
Therefore 1010 mutations 
enter the virus pool daily.
Overlapping reading frames 
restrict the mutation rate.
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HBV and Mutation

Naturally occurring mutations should provide some 
advantages to the organism.
The possible advantages for HBV:

Increase in replication effectiveness
Escape from immune recognition
Resistance to antivirals
Facilitation of the steps in HBV life cycle
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HBV mutations

Various mutations have been described in almost 
every part of the HBV genome.
Common features of the mutations:

The frequency of the mutations increases with 
the progression of the infection.
They are selected during the time of 
environmental pressure.
They make acceptable changes for both 
overlapping ORFs.



HBV mutations

Most studied mutations
Immune-, vaccine escape mutations of HBsAg,
Precore, core promoter mutations which prevent 
HBeAg secretion.
Mutations leading lamivudine resistance.
Mutations associated with HCC.



Vaccine escape mutations 

Vaccines against HBV have proven to be effective 
in protecting people.
There have been reports of children who were 
infected after having completed the full 
vaccination course.
Some of these instances are attributed to certain 
HBV strains carrying mutations on the antigenic “a” 
determinant of HBsAg
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Vaccine escape mutations

Small surface protein is a hydrophobic protein and 
has four transmembrane helices, with a hydrophilic 
two-looped structure spanning from amino acids 
124 to 147.*
This area contains a series of conformational 
binding sites, including the major antibody 
determinants of the envelope protein and the 
primary target of the neutralizing antibody. 
Immune escape mutants are usually clustered in this
region. 



a  determinant and vaccine escape mutants

122

160

d: lysine
y: arginine

w: lysine
r: arginine

: cysteine

145

G587A
G→R

Missense mutations have been described in codons 126, 129, 133, 
141, 144



“a” determinant mutations
Several studies demonstrated that “a” determinant 
mutations can bind anti-HBs weakly.



Escape mutants

Surface gene mutations have been detected in

Infants born to HBeAg-positive mothers who 
developed breakthrough infections despite having 
undergone full passive–active immunoprophylaxis,

Transplant recipients during the HBIG prophylaxis to 
prevent infection of liver homograft in 
immunosuppressed recipients,

HBsAg negative chronic HBV infections,

Patients with HCC,

Asymptomatic HBV carriers.



Questions related to HBsAg mutants

Do vaccine esacape mutants cause persistent infection?
Are they harmful to the host?
Do they break the postexposure prophylaxis?
Do they infect the people horizontally?
Can they infect vaccinated people?
Are there mutations outside a determinant which reduce 
binding of vaccine-induced neutrilizing antibodies?
Whether the mutation frequency is the same in all genotypes 
or serotypes?
Do they decrease the sensitivity of EIAs?
Are they going to be a public health problem?
What should be done to prevent the spread of vaccine 
escape mutations?



HBV vaccination monitoring programme in 
Singapore

Active and passive immunoprophylaxis were 
performed to infants born to HBV carrier mothers.
Of 345 infants born to HBeAg positive mothers, 41 
(12%) were found to be HBV DNA (+)
None of the 670 infants born to HBeAg negative 
mothers was HBV DNA (+).
None of the 107 infants born to HBsAg negative 
mothers was HBV DNA (+)
16 of HBV DNA positive children showed detectable 
anti-HBs.
Sequence analysis of HBV DNA identified various 
“a” determinant mutations.



Mutations were clustered in the a determinant of surface antigen.



Summary of the results of Singapore study

Mutations persisted over at least 13 years.
HBsAg and anti-HBs coexisted in the children.
Mutants and wild type coexisted as well.
During the course of the infection, HBV DNA 
reduced under the detection limit of hybridization 
assay in most of the children, yet they were PCR 
positive.
HBV DNA tended to remain higher in the patients 
having HBsAg mutants with altered first loop of the a
determinant comparing to those with an altered 
second loop.
Mutants were detected in some of the mothers.



Vaccine escape mutants in postexposure 
prophylaxis of newborns

Almost 4% of babies born to HBsAg positive mothers are 
infected with HBV despite active and passive 
immunization.
If mother has a replicative infection, more than 10% are 
infected.
HBsAg a determinant mutants can be detected in 25-
50% of these infections.
Mutants can be detected for more than 15 years in the 
bloodstream.
Mutation rate in other parts of HBsAg is close to those 
found in elsewhere in HBV genome.
Mostly mothers of infected babies has no demonstrable 
HBsAg mutants.
Some of the babies have chronic hepatitis in their follow-
up.
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infection?
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Unanswered questions

How do the mutations evolve?
Some mutants may bind anti-HBs, then how do they 
persist?
If the only mechanism is the selection under the 
immune pressure, why does the wild type persist 
together with mutants?
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(HEPATOLOGY 1999;30:779-786.)

4 chimps were adminestered regular recombinant 
vaccines.
2 were not vaccinated.
None of the vaccinees can be infected with AS serum 
(mutant + wild type virus).
Unvaccinated chimps were infected with both mutant 
and wild type.
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Mutations in T helper cell epitopes may diminish the 
anti-HBs response against HBV
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Detection of HBsAg mutants by EIA

Antibodies used in EIA may not detect the HBsAg mutants.
If they use monoclonal antigens, this is more likely to be a 
problem.
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Chen WN and Oon CJ. J Clin Microbiol, 2000

63 adult, 15 children vaccinee who were HBsAg 
negative and anti-HBe positive were studied
8/63 (13%) adult HBV DNA(+)
3/15 (20%) children HBV DNA(+)
All patients had mutations in major hydrophilic 
region of HBsAg
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1984 8/103 7.8%

1989 10/51 19.6%

1994 9/32 28.1%

Vaccinated p. 12/33 36.4%

Nonvaccinated 15/153 9.8%

140-149 mutants more prevalent in vaccinees.



Vaccine-escape mutants may become a 
prodominant strain in the future
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What should be done to prevent the spread 
of vaccine escape mutations?

Is it necessary?
Formulation of vaccines may be changed:

PreS1-S2 antigens may be added.
?PreS1-S2 mutations

Mutant antigens can be added.



Conclusions

HBsAg mutants may cause persistent infection.
May be associated with chronic hepatitis.
They interfere with post exposure prophylaxis.
They may prevent the detection of HBsAg in HBV 
infection.
They are more likely to be present with some 
serotypes (adw>adr).
They can infect the unvaccinated peoples 
horizontally.
There has been no clear evidence that they can 
infect the vaccinated peoples.
They may be prevalent in the future.



Future studies

Easy methods to detect the mutations.
Epidemiologic prospective and clinical studies are 
needed

To monitor the occurrence and distribution of the 
mutants
To test the risk of transmission in susceptible and 
immunized people.
To detect its pathogenicity.

Currently, regular  vaccines are safe and effective. 
There is no concincing evidence to add the new 
antigens to the vaccines in the near future. We 
need more data coming from well designed 
studies.



Immunogenicity of lamivudine-resistant 
mutants

Lamivudine is a potent inhibitor of RNA-dependent 
DNA polymerase of HBV. 
It effectively reduces viral burden in chronic HBV 
infection.
It reduces ALT levels to normal range
Improves the liver histology. 
But long-term treatment with lamivudine may, 
however lead to resistance as the result of the 
generation of mutations at the YMDD locus in the C 
domain of the polymerase gene.



Resistance problem for long-term lamivudine use
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Primer spacer Catalitic region RNAase H

1 179:180 348:349 692:693 845
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423 439 511 537 545 558 578 589 595 605

L528M
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Wild-type 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

L180M 3 23 3 1 11 ~10 ~10 1

M204I 389 >189 N/A 860 >42 >300 >300 4

L180M/M204V 8620 >189 233 180 >42 >300 >300 2







Major mutations leading LAM resistance:

Group 1: HBsAg change
M552V (M204V) C domain I195M
L528M (L180M) B domain No change

Group 2
M552I (M204I) C domain W196S / W196L

stop
Other
S565P S210R



HBsAg changes in lamivudine resistance
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AntiHBs binding 
capacity of these 
mutants is very low

There is no data 
regarding the 
infectivity of these 
mutants.

Experimental and 
epidemiologic data 
are needed.



Replication capacity of LAM-resistant mutations 
decreases.

Reduced replication is another selective pressure 
for the virus.

Compensatory mutations which restore the 
replication effectiveness in HBV genome may be 
selected.

Some mutations in the finger region of the 
polymerase gene increase the binding of 
nucleotides to the palm region of the enzyme. This 
increases the replication capacity. 





This compensatory mutation changes the a 
determinant of HBsAg

After extensive antiviral use, mutants may be 
more prevalent??



Conclusions

Despite effective vaccination, chronic HBV 
infection is remaining as a major health problem.
Virus develops many mechanisms to escape from 
immune or drug exposure, to increase replicative 
and maintenance mechanisms.
But human being is capable to overcome all these 
mechanisms.
In the near future, vaccination and effective 
antivirals can eradicate the virus from the world.
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